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WHY PRET*TY 
Written by Cindy Campbell ,  Ty’s mom

Since losing my son, I have dedicated my life to being an advocate for childhood 

cancer and have realized the importance of philanthropy.  I buy t-shirts from 

Sevenly, I wear TOMS, I opt to pay more for the label with a pink ribbon and  

I never deny a charitable request at the register.  

 However, I find it so difficult to accept how little awareness – and charitable 

merchandise – is available to support charities for childhood cancer.  The awareness 

color for childhood cancer is gold, just as pink represents breast cancer, but not 

a single person off the street would know that.  I have wanted to do something 

to support the “go gold” initiative, and then it hit me when I looked down at my 

wrist.  We need more bracelet options to wear in honor of kids with cancer.  There 

needed to be a prettier alternative than the rainbow of rubber bracelets I was always 

wearing to show my support!

 Ty passed away after his fifth birthday, and the holidays were right around the 

corner. For obvious reasons, I wasn’t up to shopping, so I created a bracelet in his 

honor and it was everyone’s favorite gift. Their reactions fueled a fire in me to create 

more for the cause.

 PRET*TY is a new, charitable line of accessories that were inspired by Ty and 

all children battling cancer.  It is the perfect gift that gives back because 100% of 

the net proceeds are redirected to fund innovative pediatric cancer research through 

the Ty Louis Campbell (TLC) Foundation.  



01 SPARKLEY SILVER AND GOLD COIL - $40
Forget the silicone bracelets - wear a PRET*TY bracelet to spread awareness for childhood 

cancer. This beautiful bracelet, complete with our signature PRET*TY charm, is the perfect 

gift that gives back. It comes packaged in a handmade, real snake skin change purse that 

is perfect for carrying money and credit cards.

02 THE “SPARKLE” - $40
Make a sparkle statement on your wrist by wearing one of these classic bracelets, or stack 

both colors for added glam. Handmade in the USA by our friends at Trending Above, and 

customized to feature a signature PRET*TY tag, these bracelets are some of the more 

elegant options in our collection.  Like all classic bracelets, the “Sparkle” is packaged in 

our signature bag.

03 TURQUOISE / GOLD COIL - $40
Vibrant and unique, this coil bracelet is adorned with a row of turquoise beads to add fun 

and color to your wardrobe. Of course, the bracelet also bears our signature PRET*TY 

charm for childhood cancer awareness and comes packaged in the beautiful, snake skin 

PRET*TY change purse, a perfect back-pocket carryall for your next night out! 

04 WRAP BRACELET - $35
Choose from the seasons hottest colors. Mint green/white or coral/light purple. The  

colorful beads are also accented by round gold beads and gold curved tubes for the  

layered bangle style. Strung on memory wire that wraps around the wrist. Start at one  

end and coil it around!
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CLASSIC
A PRET*TY ALTERNATIVE TO SILICONE BRACELETS



05 METAL FANG COIL/SILVER OR GOLD - $40
For an edgy twist on our classic coil bracelets, this bracelet wraps around the wrist to  

create the look of multiple stacked bangles.  The signature PRET*TY tag that dangles from 

the middle and the classic gold snake skin bag packaging reminds admirers to spread 

awareness for childhood cancer while giving extra edge to any outfit.

06 “FIERCE” LIGHTNING HINGE BRACELET - $35 
Kids with cancer are fierce, and this lightning bolt bracelet is a tribute to the courage and 

bravado that it takes for these young warriors to face treatment.  This bangle bracelet has 

a spring-loaded opening so it fits most wrists without having to fit around the hand like 

bangles require.  It is adorned with a PRET*TY charm and packaged in our signature snake 

skin bag.

07 SPIKEY METAL WITH RHINESTONES - $45
This is a weighty bracelet with a serious edge. Take your outfit to the next level by adding 

this attractive accessory that is sure to draw attention from passer-bys.  And while you 

have their attention, show them the PRET*TY tag or the adorable gold bag it comes with, 

and tell them why you wear PRET*TY.  

08 BEADED WRAP BRACELET - $32 
These bracelets wrap four times around the wrist for a layered look. Available in dark 

brown/espresso leather with a variety or pearls and crystals, or a light brown leather with 

assorted earth tone beads hand-placed throughout. Each bracelet has one disc clasp with 

closures at 34”, 35” and 36” and a small silver PRET*TY tag at the end to match clasp. 

Comes packaged in a signature gold snake skin bag.

EDGY
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09 SIMPLY PRET*TY CHARM ON A CHAIN - $15
Wear our signature PRET*TY charm for childhood cancer awareness around your neck. 

The beautiful simplicity makes this necklace an everyday piece. Available in gold or silver. 

18 inch chain.

10 GOLD BRAIDED BRACELET - $14
This metallic gold braided leather bracelet is handcrafted in the USA by Flourish Leather 

Goods. The 100% genuine leather in metallic gold is cut and hand braided, finished with 

a simple snap and adorned with a gold tone PRET*TY tag for raising childhood cancer 

awareness. The bracelet measures 7” - 7.5” while laying flat. Generally made for smaller 

wrists but can and will stretch.

11 PRET*TY SIMPLE BANGLE- $18
As simple as it gets, this silver or gold tone charm bangle adorning our signature PRET*TY 

charm is perfect for stacking with similar bracelets. Pair it with our Simply PRET*TY charm 

on a chain (necklace) for a perfect matching set!

12 SPRINGY STACKERS - $35
Available in silver or gold, this everyday bracelet provides the look of stacking bracelets all 

in one piece. This beautiful bracelet, complete with our signature PRET*TY charm, is the 

perfect gift that gives back. It comes packaged in a handmade, genuine snake skin change 

purse that is the perfect back-pocket carryall.

SIMPLE
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13 PRET*TY ANCHOR BANGLE - $18
Holding fast and steady despite the elements, the anchor is a symbol of stability, hope 

and peace; maintaining stability and keeping a clear mind no matter what the tides of life 

might bring. Embellished with our signature PRET*TY charm and a rhinestone studded 

ship wheel, this bangle is a wonderful conversation starter that raises awareness for child-

hood cancer. Available in silver or gold. PLEASE NOTE: This bangle is 7 inches in diameter 

so it runs small.

14 SKINNY CUT LEATHER WRAP - $22 
The perfect accessory. This metallic gold leather bracelet is made in the USA by Flourish 

Leather Goods and adorned with our signature PRET*TY charm. The 100% genuine leather 

is easy and simple for those who like no-nonsense but want a beautifully handcrafted 

statement piece. The bracelet is 15” long x 7/8” wide and wraps around an average sized 

wrist 2 times with a little slack for comfort. Secures with a simple snap.

15 INFINITY CIRCLE BRACELET - $38
This simple bracelet is a unique, wearable piece of art. Handmade in the USA by artist 

Jenny Gaynor, the blown glass circle in golden amber is representative of infinity, harmony 

and wholeness. The cord bracelet is also adorned with our signature gold PRET*TY tag to 

help spread childhood cancer awareness, and it comes packaged in our handmade, gold 

snake skin bag.

** Also available in new Spring colors. Coral cord with light pink blown glass.

16 “SHINE” RAINBOW STACKERS - $45
This special edition, colorful set of weighty semi-precious beads is representative of child-

hood cancer awareness, coast-to-coast. The green bracelet is adorned with a PRET*TY 

charm in memory of Ty (who lived in New York), the pink has a “Shine” butterfly charm in 

memory of McKenna “Macky” Wetzel (who lived in California), and the yellow bracelet has 

a beautiful starfish because both children loved the beach so very much.  This set comes 

packaged in our signature PRET*TY gold bag.

COOL
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The signature Bag

17 It’s in THE BAG! - $18
Our signature bag is gold, of course, for childhood cancer awareness. It is handmade with 

genuine snake skin, dyed gold, with a metal PRET*TY tag. Measuring slightly larger than 

a change purse, this bag is perfect for the back pocket, or it can be used as an every day 

wallet to suit your inner minimalist.

Measures 4.25” wide x 3” high.

All PRET*TY Classic and Edgy bracelets come packaged in our signature bag.   

It can also be purchased separately.

OUR INSPIRATION
We call him SuperTy because he was our little fighter. Ty Louis Campbell,  

the “best good boy in the whole wide world,” graced this earth for five beautiful 

years, and before he left he made it a better place to live. He continues to make 

an astounding impact on all who hear his story, and he inspires a growing 

community of supporters to make the most of their lives and to rally against 

the evils of childhood cancer by raising awareness. 

Ty was astoundingly beautiful and always quick to smile. His sheer magnetism 

developed not because of the cancer that consumed him, but rather his love 

for life that defined him. For Ty, we will uncover better treatment options for 

children. Treatments that work without robbing children of their childhood.



18 BLUE LOLLIPOP EARRINGS - $38
These cone shaped glass earrings are hand-blown in the USA by artist Jenny Gaynor.  

They are an eye-catching, wearable work of art that Ty would have been proud of.

19 BLUE CANDY CHOKER - $40 
This unique necklace sits just above the collar, adding a subtle pop of color to an outfit.   

Beautiful in its simplicity, the necklace is adorned with a PRET*TY tag at the end of the 

chain to remind those wearing it why it is so special.

THE BLUE CANDY COLLECTION

18 19

When Ty was undergoing years of treatment, he didn’t have much of 

an appetite for anything. Candy was his greatest joy, and blue candy 

was his favorite of all. Lollipops especially. In fact, he was famous for always 

having blue lips! When Ty’s mom, Cindy, found these earrings in a unique 

boutique she knew she had to contact the designer to create a “blue candy 

collection” for PRET*TY.

BLUE CANDY STORY



The PRET*TY Locket Program provides comfort to Mothers across the U.S. who lost a 

child to cancer by sending her an anonymous gift – a locket bearing a photo of her child –  

accompanied by the poem “I Carry Your Heart” by E.E. Cummings.  The first line from that 

poem is also engraved in the heart-shaped locket, which is available in both silver and gold.

 Since losing her son, Ty, this locket has adorned almost every outfit worn by Cindy 

Campbell so she can feel that she “carries his heart” with her wherever she goes.  She wanted 

to share this with other women who share a similar loss.  

 For each $40 donation received via the program, a locket with the honored child’s photo 

is mailed to his or her bereaved mother.  The anonymous donor also receives a PRET*TY 

keychain, a letter of gratitude, and a photo of the recipient with her child and some brief 

information about the honored child’s battle against cancer.

I CARRY YOUR HEART WITH ME

20 “I CARRY YOUR HEART” LOCKET - $40

This original design was created by Just Be Designs to benefit the Ty Louis Campbell Foundation.   

It is the same locket that Ty’s mom has been wearing since losing him to cancer. The 

PRET*TY branded heart-shaped locket features the poem on the outside “I carry your heart 

with me” and when you open it “i carry it in my heart” is on the inside. Offered in gold or 

silver tone, the locket measures 1 1/4 inches on a 24-inch necklace.  

Lockets can be purchased individually for oneself, as a gift, or as part of the anonymous 

Locket Program. Locket program participants receive a PRET*TY keychain as a token of 

appreciation for the locket donation. 

20

A GIFT OF REMEMBERANCE



SOME FACTS ABOUT CHILDHOOD CANCER  
• Childhood cancer is the number one cause of death by disease among children.  

• Cancer claims the lives of more children each year than AIDS, asthma, cystic 

   fibrosis and diabetes combined.

• In the U.S., one out of every five children diagnosed with cancer dies.  

• Three out of four survivors suffer serious or severe late-term effects from  

   treatment.

• Current cancer treatments can affect a child’s growth, fertility, and endocrine  

   system. Treatment can weaken their heart and severely affect their respiratory  

   system. 

• Childhood cancer survivors may be permanently immunologically suppressed.

* There is no known cause or prevention for most childhood cancers. 

OUR MISSION

The Ty Louis Campbell Foundation is a nonprofit organization, 

certified 501(c)(3), that funds innovative research and clinical trials specifically 

geared toward the treatment of the deadliest childhood cancers (including 

brain and spinal cord tumors). Our organization seeks less toxic, more effective 

treatments that are specifically designed for children fighting cancer. Our  

ultimate mission is to help fund the intelligence and technology that will  

uncover new ways to cure children with cancer. 

Every 3 minutes a child is diagnosed with cancer.  

These products were inspired by TY CAMPBELL. 

A forever five-year-old cancer warrior  

who put the “TY” in PRET*TY. 

 

Gold is the awareness color for childhood cancer  

and 100% of all proceeds from PRET*TY sales 

will benefit the Ty Louis Campbell Foundation  

for  childhood cancer research.

Thank you for helping us spread awareness  

for this highly deserving cause by going gold! 
 Visit www.superty.org for more on Ty  

and the TLC Foundation.



http://prettystore.org


